
Mobile workstations must be integrated into the IT 
infrastructure and managed reliably and efficiently. 
But how do we ensure without additional manual work 
that the right software is installed on your employees’ 
devices and everything is configured correctly? Can 
you ensure that personal data is protected from third 
parties in the event of loss or theft?

With Deskcenter Mobile we are able to automatically 
determine the user profile, email account, VPN and 
WLAN accesses automatically for all of your mobile 
devices. In addition, you can determine which apps a 
user group may install with a few clicks. With the aid 
of Deskcenter Mobile you are also able to undertake 
actions for rule infringements such as blocking the 
device and preventing the user from accessing 
company resources. If a device is lost or stolen with our 
MDM solution you can remotely block mobile devices 
and delete all of their content.

Manage all of your  
mobile devices
easy and secure in one central platform

Secure and GDPR compliant 

Simple for users  
and administrators

Flexible implementation 
 via cloud and on-premises

Quick registration of devices

Separation of private  
and business data

Deskcenter Mobile



  

Implement “choose your own device” and

“bring your own device” easily

CYOD and BYOD are terms that still bring a sweat to 
the brow of many IT managers and companies. 
However, the restructuring is not difficult if you have 
the right partner on your side. By strictly separating 
private and business data on the mobile device, you 
offer your employees the greatest possible flexibility 
and comfort for their daily work.  We support you in 
integrating or converting to mobile business devices 
and thus accelerate progress in your company.

Functions

» Management and inventory for all  
 Android and Apple devices

» Deletion of company data if the  
 device is lost or stolen

» Creation of detailed reports on  
 individual devices

Benefit from the service of our

experienced MDM experts!

The introduction of an MDM solution should be as 
quick and easy as possible. Our MDM specialists are at 
your side at all times with their expertise. We take on 
the installation (on-premises) or set-up (cloud), system 
updates as well as the risk and security analysis. Take 
a step back and get comprehensive training from our 
experienced consulting experts after implementation. 
This is how you manage your mobile IT infrastructure 
completely independently and securely in the shortest 
possible time. Make a personal appointment with our 
MDM experts. 

We are happy to advise you!

» Provision and plannable control of  
 applications, operating system and software  
 updates, patches and configurations

» Highest possible data protection  
 through encryption and password queries

» Secure messenger app for secure chatting

mdm@deskcenter.com 
www.deskcenter.com

Deskcenter AG 
Arthur-Hoffmann-Straße 175 
04277 Leipzig
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